Introduction I

As in many of the "interest areas" defined within the rubric of information technology (IT), the research literature on group decision support systems (GDSS) has burgeoned over a period of about a decade and a half, working hard to make sense of the use and misuse of group-oriented information systems. While the intensity of attention paid to GDSS may have diminished slightly, it would be a mistake to regard the interest in this
area as a mere fad or passing fancy; as DeSanctis (1993, p. 98 ) points out, GDSS "are not so interesting in their own right as they are a new opportunity for studying old questions about the role of technology in organizations." Nor has interest in these systems diminished greatly; p. 12 ) "suspect that the tremendous popularity of the World Wide Web and web browsers will see a new surge of interest in G[D]SS." We might also argue that GDSS research to date has influenced the sensibility of IS researchers in general by shaping their orientations toward the design and implementation of newer information technologies in organizations.
It is important, however, to pause at this juncture and ask whether GDSS scholarship to date has achieved the credibility it needs to serve as a blueprint for future research, especially on influential technologies such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, which put IT on an entirely different footing in organizations. Can this new research draw on a methodological "library" such as has been compiled in the GDSS domain? At first glance, the pan-organizational focus of GDSS would suggest that this might be feasible. But has GDSS research established an adequate track record? Has it helped us progressively learn more about GDSS? Has it come close to achieving its own implicit goals of establishing some level of unambiguous knowledge about GDSS and its effects? A glance at the GDSS literature over the last decade appears to suggest that such might not be the case. There is wide acknowledgement that research results have been either inconsistent or non-existent (i.e., no significant results) de Vreede and de Bruijn 1999; Fjermestad and Hiltz 1998-99; Zigurs et al. 1999) . Ratherthan narrowing down to some "truth," there is increasing complexity, characterized partially by the growing number of "variables" introduced to try to pin down the phenomenon. And there appears to be little accord among researchers on theory, method, or relevance to practice.
The inconsistency and the lack of significant results appear to have been particularly disturbing to the GDSS research community, with almost every new voice within the literature drawing attention to them and attempting to explain how the problem might be solved. The solutions proposed, unfortunately, have resulted in the proliferation of theories and models and in the fragmentation of views within the community (e.g., the 1999 debate in Information Systems Research between Dennis and Valacich on the one hand and Pinsonneault et al. on the other). What has remained stable throughout, however, is the scientific ) drive for consistent and "positive" (i.e., pro-GDSS) results. In view of the varying results to date and the wide range of circumstances under which such systems are called into use, this goal itself might need to be reexamined. Is it clear that consistent, positive results are actually possible? We believe it is not and it is our purpose in this paper to attempt to establish this position. In order to do so, however, we need to consider why the goal of consistency has maintained its central position.
We argue that the centrality of this goal is related to a reliance on the specific epistemological approach of positivist realism, an approach that sets a premium on pre-specified theoretical models, experimental research methods, and the identification of a parsimonious set of variables that encapsulates the (generalizable) essence of the GDSS experience. We adopt the view, however, that GDSS use represents a richly textured mosaic of reactions and experiences and that there is a multiplicity of ways in which the users of the technology make sense of it and a diversity of modes in which it is actually experienced. Using variables and models to scrutinize the GDSS experience, therefore, may be useful to examine only a part of the mosaic.
To establish our position requires an epistemological shift, one that facilitates the privileging of local and particular interpretations over aggregations and averages, to understand whether inconsistent or ambivalent reactions to a GDSS are inherent to the circumstances of its use and, therefore, obviate the possibility of consistent generalizations. To achieve our purpose, we have selected the methodology of symbolic interaction to frame a field study of GDSS. The use of this methodology allows the evaluation of the GDSS experience in a manner that differs from existing modes of GDSS research while bridging these existing modes to another way of learning about the technology. To facilitate a comparison, the next section summarizes the contributions and limitations of existing research on GDSS. Following the next section, the symbolic interactionist approach is described. The research method, including the data collection and analysis procedures, is presented in the following section. The findings of the study are then described in some detail, followed by a discussion of these findings and the conclusion.
Within the scope of technique, three important contributions deserve attention. First, the technology used to share information among collectivities has drawn considerably from advances in GDSS technology. Thus, even as GDSS technology has benefitted from developments in telecommunications technology, telecommunications technology has been informed by the advances made in GDSS technology. Second, facets of teamwork have gained immeasurably from the entirely novel approaches that GDSS has brought to them. Parallel input and anonymity coupled with unpre-
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displays have opened to the imagination new approaches to accomplishing collective goals.
Limitations -E ven without the technology, the repertoire of Inconsistency and fragmentation within GDSS research has, we believe, obscured many of the important contributions it has made to scholarship on IT. These contributions can be loosely classified as relating to scope and technique. In terms of scope, three specific contributions are immediately evident. First, it has helped move the study of IT beyond its focus on technology in relation to individuals to a broader focus on technology in the context of groups. Second, it has pioneered research on classes of information technology that give rise to more complex (and simultaneously less technological) issues than those raised by earlier forms of IT. These advanced information technologies (DeSanctis and Poole 1994) force the consideration of the deeply complicated and richly textured ways in which people relate to IT and to each other in interaction that is always mediated by these technologies. Finally, due in considerable measure to the first two contributions, GDSS research has helped forge strong relationships with reference disciplines whose links with IT were previously tenuous at best. Moreover, these connections with disciplines as diverse as social psychology, communication, small group research, and sociology, have gone a long way toward the development in the IT research community of a more defined sense of identity. We are more comfortable today with the knowledge that IT research relates as much to the study of teams and participation as it does to work on very large scale integration and neural networks. methods available to teams has been expanded through creative approaches applied to group work within the GDSS project. Finally, closely related to the last point is the extent to which facilitation techniques and practice have gained from their deployment in the GDSS arena.
Detracting from these contributions and obscuring them, as we noted earlier, is that the body of research has failed to meet its own goal, that of establishing consistent, positive, and generalizable results. In a recent study of 230 GDSS research papers, Fjermestad and Hiltz (1998-99) refer to GDSS research as a quest for a "Holy Grail" (p. 56), implying through this characterization both the continued legitimacy of the undertaking and the enduring elusiveness of the goal. Their analysis reveals that the overwhelming modal result (40% of 1,582 hypotheses) is that of "no significant difference," which they describe as "a most discouraging result" in view of the fact that GDSS "are generally intended specifically to increase process gains and decrease process losses" (p. 36). As for inconsistency, they report that the hypotheses that resulted in some significant effect (20% of 1,582) were evenly split between those yielding positive and negative results. Their results reflect what appears to be the generally accepted conclusion that GDSS research is either inconsistent or shows no results, although they do show the somewhat greater incidence of the latter case.
The meta-study by Fjermestad and Hiltz is the latest in a stream of voices that have pointed to the same problems and have tried to suggest ways in which they might be overcome. Some have suggested revisiting and altering the fundamental theoretical orientations (DeSanctis and Poole 1994; Poole and DeSanctis 1990; Rao and Jarvenpaa 1991) , while others have called for a deeper questioning of the fundamental assumptions about the technology and its intended use (Clapper and Prasad 1993; Lyytinen et al. 1993) . Still others have adopted meta-analytic approaches similar to that of Fjermestad and Hiltz (Benbasat and Lim 1993; McLeod 1992) and have concluded that significant changes in research approaches are warranted. Finally, some authors have provided broad overviews to try to highlight the problems they see as prevalent (Pervan and Atkinson 1995; Pinsonneault and Kraemer 1990) .
One important line of critique proposes that GDSS research has fallen short of establishing consistent results because it has been excessively technology-centered, or "technocentric" (Chin et al. 1997; DeSanctis 1993) . DeSanctis and Poole point out that the assumption that a GDSS can have effects on its users and the outcomes of its use independently of the manner and context of its use is excessively technology-centered and inappropriate. GDSS technology is social in nature (Poole and DeSanctis 1990; Zigurs and Buckland 1998) and the outcomes of its use vary with the context of its use by different groups. As Boiney (1998) points out, "The same technology will not provide the same results with each group and in each setting" (p. 343). DeSanctis and Poole note how the concern within the technocentric, oradecision theorist," approach has been with "progressively finer, feature-at-a-time evaluation oftechnology and more complex contingency classification schemes" (1994, p. 124) , and ask, "How far must the analysis go to bring consistent, meaningful, results?"
The incorporation of new variables, in the continued effort to "control for" effects that are deemed to have been overlooked in previous research, is an inexorable process driven by the demands of the scientific method , which calls for the continued decomposition of "a problem...into...subproblems" (Armstrong et al. 1975 . Ironically, as we proceed into "progressively finer, feature-at-a-time evaluation," we become less likely to obtain consistent results because of the increasingly contrived nature of our research settings: the inherently social nature of GDSS use points to a rich contextuality and the virtual impossibility of being able to reproduce in "real" GDSS meetings the specific conditions or outcomes that obtain in our research settings. Moreover, the variables and models we specify begin to stand opposed to the models created or adopted by other researchers as means of understanding GDSS use, resulting in fragmentation when what we seek is consistency. Just as researchers bring with them alternative ways of characterizing GDSS use, those who use GDSS bring to it a variety of ways of understanding it, so that when a particular research model explains how a particular group experienced a GDSS, the way in which they actually experienced it might have little to do with the researchers' explanation.
The specification of variables and models, rooted as it is in an input-process-output model (Boiney 1998) , goes beyond the categorization of behaviors when it fixes in place "input" categories such as "technology" and "meeting": we seek the effects of the GDSS technology in one or more specific meetings. The first of these relates directly to the notion of technocentrism discussed above. Even as we recognize increasingly that technology cannot be studied outside its social context and that inconsistent results may be directly related to our lack of attention to this fact, we continue to study the effects of the technology while treating the context as just another variable rather than as something intrinsic to the technology. As Jones (1994) points out, "The 'system' that supports group decision making needs to be viewed more widely than simply the technology and should include appropriate elements of the social context" (p. 26).
The same can be said about the idea of the meeting, which is also recognized in the extant GDSS literature as an artificial circumscription and, implicitly, a potential reason for inconsistent results. Dennis et al. (1990-91) note that "studies should focus not only on the meeting session as the unit of analysis, but also on the project as a unit of analysis, where a project may consist of a number of meetings" (p. 128). Unfortunately, even in recognizing the importance of the context of the meeting, they appear to suggest that the context can be defined merely as other meetings. DeSanctis et al. (1 993) are more suggestive of the relationship between the concern with the meeting as the unit of analysis and inconsistent results when they say that "Observation of...team interactions outside the meeting room might lead to different conclusions" (p. 27).
Based on this apparent connection between the search for the essential and generalizable characteristics of GDSS use through variables, models, and fixed input categories on the one hand and inconsistent research results on the other, we might make the plausible, though cautious, claim that rather than use the prevalent mode of research to further our understanding of GDSS and run the risk of exacerbating the problems of inconsistency and fragmentation, it might be more useful at this stage to explore alternative epistemological approaches in the hope that these might help us to get beyond these problems and look at the GDSS phenomenon from entirely different viewpoints. In adopting an alternative position it is important, for the sake of continuity with previous research, to preserve an important idea raised and emphasized before: GDSS use is a social, not just a technological, phenomenon. Social actorsdo not always, if ever, encounter such a phenomenon in a consistent way. As with any other technology (Prasad 1993) , GDSS use is subject to multiple interpretations by various users and facilitators in organizations.
It is possible, therefore, that the very search for consistency in which we are engaged might be thwarted by the nature of the phenomenon itself, one that we see (and hope to be able to show) as alive with meaning, culture, power, and institutional contingencies. We propose that the use of methodologies rooted in sociological paradigms employing field methods of thick description are likely to offer the kinds of rich and stronglytextured views of GDSS that we need to more fully appreciate how they are used. With this end in view, we propose symbolic interaction as a methodology for studying group technologies.
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Symbolic lnteraction as
Methodological Framework = We use symbolic interaction to study GDSS use by teachers in a western Canadian school. Symbolic interaction is a long-standing methodological tradition in sociology and social psychology (Blumer 1969; Fine 1990; Hewitt 1988 ) that has recently been imported into various fields of management including organizational behavior (Vaught and Wiehagen 1991) , organizational change (Prasad 1993) , and consumer research (Solomon 1983) . It is part of the intellectual tradition best characterized as interpretivism. While sharing many of the influences and features of phenomenology, social construction, and dramatism, symbolic interaction is nevertheless a unique approach in its own right.' Symbolic interaction is rooted in the social constructionist position that views all social interaction as following from the meanings assigned by individuals and groups to objects and events in the course of everyday life and practice. It is a mistake to think of symbolic interaction as concerned only with the study of symbols. Rather, symbolic interaction is predicated on the symbolic nature of social interaction in general and is therefore focused toward understanding these symbolic realities. As Colton (1987, p. 346) has succinctly argued, "symbolic interactionism is based on the premise that human society is characterized by the use of symbols and meanings, and that the meanings of various social and nonsocial objects or symbols are derived through the interaction process." Symbolic interactionists, therefore, focus substantially on how people interpret or make sense of their own social situations (Fine 1992; Prasad 1993) . To a symbolic interactionist, any technology, including GDSS, acquires a certain symbolic reality only through the interpretations made by a number of people including designers, managers, facilitators, and various end-users.
he intricacies of current developments in symbolic interaction are too complex to be detailed in a paper such as this. For more comprehensive treatments of symbolic interaction, the reader is directed to work by Fine (1990) , Prasad (1993) , and Solomon (1983) .
Further, as Prasad (1993) notes, symbolic interaction is distinguished by its recognition of the multiple meanings and realities that pervade social/organizationaI life. Symbolic interactionists deliberately search for the diverse interpretations rather than single shared ones. In keeping with its central ontological position, symbolicinteraction is also interested in unearthing local meanings. Prasad (p. 1404) observes that "symbolic interactionists recognize that people may syrnbolically sustain certain notions such as freedom, justice, and leadership at a broad societal level, but that those notions contain very different images and meanings for people within particular institutional contexts." Thus, terms like technology or user involvement can carry very different connotations in different situations and need to be understood as such.
For symbolic interactionists, these multiple interpretations of commonly used terms, concepts, and practices emerge from the different "roles" played by individuals. In fact, this notion of role is far more crucial to symbolic interactionists than to researchers in other branches of interpretivism such as hermeneutics or ethnomethodology. According to this school of thought, we all take on a wide variety of roles in different domains of our everyday lives. The role here refers to socially defined expectations of behavior for individuals in particular social positions, be it a manager, a parent, a union leader, a schoolteacher, or an information systems consultant (Colton 1987) . These roles also provide individuals with a complex set of identities, which become the source for individual interpretations of social situations (Blumer 1969; Stryker 1967) . Thus, one's identity as an IS expert or as a schoolteacherwill strongly influence one's interpretations of any circumstance, action, or object. Needless to say, a point constantly underscored by syrnbolic interactionists is that these identities and roles themselves have a broader social location, and are likely to shift in the course of ongoing social interaction (Colton 1987; Shibutani 1967) .
Finally, the notion of enactment is key to symbolic interactionist inquiry. Enactment refers to the process whereby symbolism in organizations shapes and influences everyday action by different organization members. Thus, meanings attached to objects such as computers or GDSS exert considerable influence on how these technologies are received and used in any organization. For symbolic interactionists, therefore, there can be no "pure" experience of any situation or object outside people's interpretations of it. In studying a GDSS, our interest would then be on how the symbolism of the technology influences how people interact with and experience it.
The methodology of symbolic interaction calls for in-depth qualitative data collection methods that help capture local interpretations and multiple realities from the standpoint of people in a particular situation. Thus, researchers working from this position are inevitably drawn to more "emic" methods that enable us "to study experience from within, through the use of thick description or accounts which attempt to capture the meanings and experiences of interacting individuals" (Denzin 1989, p. 20) . Symbolic interactionists are also committed to more open and inductive approaches that advocate theory building over theory confirmation. Hence, they often use variants of grounded theory (Corbin and Strauss 1990; Glaser and Strauss 1967) and content analyses of observation notes and interview transcripts in the process of analyzing their data.
Any discussion of the criteria used to evaluate syrnbolic interactionist work is necessarily rather complex. At its core, symbolic interaction is part of the phenomenological (Schutz 1967) and social constructionist research tradition (Berger and Luckmann 1967) , which is primarily committed to capturing the subjective interpretations of actors in any social setting. Therefore, at one level, symbolic interactionist research needs to be judged in terms of its phenomenological sensitivity, i.e., by the emphasis it lays on subjective meaning and the process of sensemaking present in any situation being studied. At the same time, symbolic interaction is also a unique subset of the social constructionist paradigm, developing in part out of the Pragmatist philosophy of John Dewey (1981) and George Herbert Mead (1934) . In contrast to several other social constructionist genres, notably hermeneutics and ethnography, symbolic interaction retains a strong ontological attachment to the notions of "self' and "identity" as nd orientations the fundamental source of all sensemaking and interpretation. Given this focus on the self, research in this tradition looks for multiple rather than shared realities. From a symbolic interactionist standpoint, these multiple realities might be fragmented and even contradictory, but nevertheless form an integral part of the research account.
It must be noted that syrnbolic interactionists also believe in the dynamic and emergent nature of social meanings derived from actual interaction processes. In other words, meaning and action are inextricably intertwined, each producing and being produced by the other; the term symbolic interaction itself refers to this inseparable connection between meaning and action, a dynamic also captured in the notion of enactment. A well-done syrnbolic interactionist study would not seek to understand either meanings or action in isolation, but as a jointly produced dynamic reality. In sum, the conduct of research within the symbolic interactionist tradition implies the adherence to certain principles that guide the research design, the data collection process, and the presentation of the study's findings. Table 1 summarizes the criteria that would be used to evaluate sound symbolic interactionist research at different stages of the research project.
Based on the specific commitments of symbolic interactionism, the general research directions suggested at the beginning of the paper were adapted to yield the following specific research questions:
How was the syrnbolic context of the GDSS enacted by the various participants?
What were the local interpretations concerning the use of GDSS in the development of the planning activity?
What were the multiple realities constructed around the technology and the planning exercise?
been entirely finished, although the move from the old premises had been completed. The teachers, most of whom had returned to school two days before the first GDSS meeting, were in the process of familiarizing themselves with their classrooms, the ancillary facilities, and the recently installed voice mail system. Teachers did not have individual computers and availed of computers in a common pool for activities such as the development of grade reports.
The study involved the use of a GDSS by the teaching staff of a school for children with special needs. The actual use of the GDSS occurred on two occasions, a week apart, in a decision room situated in the business school of a university. The meetings occurred at the end of the summer vacation and immediately prior to the reopening of the school.
The Research Site
The school had been in operation for 13 years at the time of the study. It was a private school and had seen considerable growth over the years; the number of students had most recently increased from 127 in the previous year to 203 in the school year just beginning. Staff turnover, however, had been minimal: changes occurred in the form of additions to the staff every year rather than through attrition. After being housed in three other locations over its 13 years, the school had just completed a move to a large facility outside the city it served.
The school catered to students in Grades 1 through 12and was divided into elementary, junior high, and high school divisions. Each division was headed by a coordinator, a member of the teaching staff who hadthe additional responsibility of administration and who reportedto the principal and assistant principal. Prior to the year just beginning, the principal and assistant principal had direct responsibility for the administration of the three divisions; the post of division coordinator had just come into effect. The teaching staff consisted of master teachers, teachers, intern teachers, assistant teachers, and tutors.
Late in the previous school year, there had been considerable discussion among the teachers about the need for a distinctive school "culture." The topic had actually been under consideration for several years but had begun in earnest more recently. The principal and assistant principal had decided to involve the entire staff in the development of a specific plan that was to contain actual activities to be conducted throughout the year in an attempt to inculcate in the students the sense of culture sought by the staff. The aim was to identify 18 "traits" desired of students and to identify specific activities through which to develop these traits among the students. Each trait was to be the focus of two weeks during the school year; in this way, the 36 weeks of the school year would be covered by the 18 traits.
The culture issue had also been discussed with a faculty member at the university's school of education. This faculty member had been extensively involved with the school over the years (as had several other faculty members from the university) and even had a role in the formulation of the problem regarding culture. Having previously used the GDSS at the business school, the faculty member suggested its use to the principal and assistant principal as a means of obtaining staff input and arriving at the list of 18 traits and related activities. The idea was well received by the administrators but they balked at the price tag associated with the use of the room. The faculty member approached me3 as the faculty member at the business school in charge of the GDSS facility and asked about the possibility of the use of the facility without charge if the school agreed to participate in a research project. I agreed and arranged to have a facilitator assist them in planning and conducting their GDSS use.
At the time Of the GDSS meetings' the ' On- ?he use of the first person in this section is intendedto struction of the new building and facilities had not refertothe authordirectly involvedin thedata collection.
It was agreed that I would take no part in the planning or conduct of the GDSS use but would be involved as a researcher, observing and collecting data.
The Research Plan
Prior to the formulation of the research plan, the facilitator, education faculty member, principal, and assistant principal determined that two meetings would be held, one week apart, shortly after the return of the teachers from the summer vacation. On the basis of this plan, we decided to approach the project from a symbolic interactionist perspective. Data would be collected through interviews and observation of the two meetings. As it was impractical to interview every member of the staff primarily due to the inconvenience to the school given the busy time of year, we decided to select 12 staff members to interview, one of whom would be the principal or assistant principal.
In order to obtain information from participants about what they anticipated with respect to their use of the GDSS facility as well as their reactions to actually using it, three rounds of interviews were planned: before, between, and after the GDSS meetings. To prepare the staff for the first round of interviews, the principal agreed to brief all the meeting participants about the research project and the GDSS meetings. We decided, as a matter of convenience to the school, not to interview each staff memberthree times. Rather, three staff members, including the senior administrator, would be interviewed three times, three would be interviewed in Rounds 1 and 2, three in Rounds 1 and 3, and three in Rounds 2 and 3 (see Table 2 ).
for a total of 12 interviewees. Three people would conduct the interviews and no interviewee would be interviewed more than once by each interviewer. The facilitator was also to be interviewed following Round 3.
All interviews were to be conducted at the school and the GDSS meetings were to be held at the university. We decided to conduct Round 1 of the interviews on the morning of the day on which the first meeting was planned. Round 2 was to be conducted two days before the second meeting (five days after the first) and Round 3 was scheduled for a day after the second meeting. All interviews were to be audiotaped, contingent on
this being acceptable to each interviewee. The school administration agreed to the videotaping of both GDSS meetings.
Data Collection
In the interest of representing the multiple points of view of relevance to this study, we identified three key standpoints: those of the research team, the members of the school, and the facilitator, all of whom could potentially view the same events in rather different ways. While the "views" of the research team are implicit in the data analysis, we decided that an explicit record of our understanding of how events unfolded was also necessary, in order to complement the corresponding views of these events held by the school group and the facilitator that emerge from our analysis of the data. We decided to incorporate this explicit record in the following description of the data collection procedure. While this approach lengthens the description of data collection, it will hopefully become clear to the reader that the detail presented in this section helps in developing a more complete understanding of this instance of GDSS use.
Interviews Round 1
The interviews were conducted by a business school graduate student, a former education graduate student, and myself. They were semistructured interviews based on a set of guidelines shared and discussed among the interviewers the day before Round 1. The guidelines for Rounds 1 and 2 are reproduced in the Appendix (the guidelines for Rounds 2 and 3 were identical). In order to select the interview participants, we requested that the principal provide a list of the teaching staff that would be involved in the process of discussing the school culture. A list of 47 staff members, 35 female and 12 male, was provided. The list included the name of the assistant principal but did not include the principal.
As we had planned to interview 12 staff members (which worked out to approximately 25% of the list provided), one of whom was a senior administrator, we began by selecting the remaining 11 interviewees through systematic random sampling: a random starting point was established on the list and every fourth name from the list was selected. The sampling procedure provided a list of 10 female interviewees and one male interviewee. In order to maintain the gender proportion among the staff members, we replaced one female interviewee with a male interviewee (both names were randomly selected from the list), yielding a new list of nine females and two males in addition to the (male) senior administrator. A schedule was drawn up and sent to the principal the day before the first interview.
We each conducted three interviews on the first morning (a Thursday), two of us in teachers' offices and one of us in a conference room. As one scheduled interviewee, who was to be interviewed during every round, was unavailable that morning, the principal asked another teacher to volunteer (all other interviewees had been informed about their participation earlier that morning during a staff meeting). The "substitute" interviewee (#2 in Table 2 ) was interviewed during each of the three rounds and the original interviewee was deleted from the interview list. The interviews, scheduled for 9:00 a.m., 10:OO a.m., and 11:OO a.m., ranged in duration from half an hour to one hour.
GDSS Meeting 1
The first GDSS meeting was conducted the same afternoon. All three interviewers were present at this meeting as observers; I had made clear to the facilitatorthat we would not be participating in the meeting in any form. Two video cameras and a microphone close to the facilitator's workstation had been installed to record the proceedings. Thirty-seven members of the teaching staff attended the meeting. Due to the larger number of participants than computers available (31 of the 32 computers available to participants were operational), the principal, assistant principal, three division coordinators, and one other senior staff member did not station themselves at GDSS workstations. Each workstation was equipped with GroupSystems V (Nunamaker et al. 1991) , the GDSS software used. A "public" screen was positioned at the front of the room.
The meeting began at 1:00 p.m. with a brief introduction by the principal. Immediately afterthe introduction, he turned the floor over to me. I was unprepared for this as I had not intended to take part in the meeting in any way, but I explained briefly to the group about the research project and the need for all participants in the meeting to complete consent forms, which were required by the university's human subjects research regulations. I then requested the facilitator to take over. He began by outlining the agenda for the meeting, which was to begin with the use of the Electronic Brainstorming tool (for an overview of the tools available within GroupSystems V, see Nunamaker et al. 1991) , during which participants were expected to record the 18 pairs of traits that each one had been asked to identify. The next tool to be used was the Categorizer, which would give participants the opportunity to look through the results of the brainstorming exercise and identify the categories that emerged. Following a period of individual identification of categories, the meeting was to move into a discussion stage, the purpose of which was to remove the redundancies on the list developed in the Categorizer (we refer to this stage as consolidation). Following consolidation, the final "cleaned up" list would be ranked by each participant from most to least important in terms of school culture. The top 18 items would then be selected as the final set of traits; these would serve as the input to the second GDSS meeting a week later, at which specific activities associated with each trait would be identified.
Brainstorming was completed in approximately half an hour. The instructions to the participants were apparently clear and the generation of word pairs began in earnest. The four senior staff members other than the principal and assistant principal, all of whom had decided not to take up workstations, quickly associated themselves with active workstations, "sharing" these with the people already occupying them. When just under 500 pairs of words or phrases had been generated, the facilitator called a halt to this activity and moved on to using the Categorizer.
The facilitator asked the participants to read carefully through the brainstorming list and to then type in the categories they found. Some participants started reading through the list as instructed while others began to create categories immediately. This differential attention to the instructions resulted in a degree of confusion among participants but eventually appeared to resolve itself. After approximately one half hour, a list of 170 categories had been created. At this time, the facilitator began the Process of consolidation. The "ground rule" he specified was that if even One person did agree that a should be deletedOr merged with another, it would remain on the list. The intentwas to avoid evaluating the categories during consolidation.
The first phase of consolidation took about 45 minutes and looked to be a more tiring process for the participants than the first two activities. Apparently realizing that concentration was flagging, the facilitator called for a 15-minute break. After the break, the consolidation was wrapped up within 15 minutes, with the group removing redundancies from the list at a far more rapid rate than had been achieved before the break. A list of 31 items resulted from this process.
The 31 items were entered into the Rank Order Voting module. The rank-ordering proceeded fairly rapidly and people finished at different times. When there were approximately six people left, there was an apparently good-natured round of admonitions for the slower participants to hurry up. These participants finished soon after and the facilitator exhibited the results of the vote on the public screen as well as on individual computers. Each individual was able to identify the extent to which helshe "agreed" with the group through a concordance rating generated by the GDSS. These numbers occasioned pockets of discussion among participants, although none of it involved the entire group.
The facilitator then reminded the participants about their meeting the following week and that they would have to think about the kinds of activities they wanted to propose for each of the top 18 traits identified. The meeting was concluded shortly before 4:00 p.m.
Interviews: Round 2
The second round of interviews was conducted on the afternoon of the Tuesday following the first GDSS meeting. The same rooms were assigned for the interviews and we decided to rotate rooms so that each one of us conducted our interviews in a different room each time. We discovered in the course of one of the interviews that one of the secon~-round inteNiewees (#lo in~ ~ b l 2)would not be participating in the second GDSS meeting and would not be available for her next scheduled interview. Another second-round interviewee, we discovered, had not attended the first GDSS meeting. As we felt that her views might be of limited usefulness, we arranged for a substitution (#I I).
In addition, two of the three division coordinators, who, it might be recalled, had not taken up individual workstations at the GDSS meeting but had later "shared" workstations with others, had failed to sign consent forms because, as I discovered when I talked to them, they thought they did not have to as they were not "participating" in the meeting. I explained that they were still participants in the research project and we would, therefore, need their informed consent. While signing the forms prior to the interviews, they began to offer me their observations about the GDSS meeting. So as not to lose their comments, I asked if they would agree to being interviewed later that afternoon. They both agreed and I was able to interview them separately after I had concluded my final scheduled interview.
During the interviews we discovered that the final list of 18 traits had been analyzed over the weekend by one of the teachers who had reduced the list to eight traits. She had then shown this list to the five administrators and the six of them had further reduced the list to five traits. In view of the obvious import of this activity on the outcome of the GDSS use process, I asked my last interviewee, a division coordinator, to request the individual who had worked on the list over the weekend for an interview. The individual agreed and I conducted the interview with her as the last one in Round 2.
GDSS Meeting 2
The second GDSS meeting was held the following Thursday afternoon. It began at 1:00 p.m. and involved 40 participants. While several senior staff members had been asked to " 0 b~e~e " as in the first meeting, they found people with whom they could share computers even before the meeting began. The physical arrangements mirrored those for the first GDSS meeting. Two of the three interviewers (including myself) were present at the meeting as observers.
The facilitator introduced the objective of the meeting as the identification of activities that could serve to promote the (now reduced to five) traits identified earlier. Using a tool called Topic Commenter, participants were presented with five "windows," each representing a trait, in which they were asked to list activities. In addition to these five windows, two other windows were set up by the facilitator, one which asked for comments regarding the culture task and the other for comments about the technology-based meeting process. While these categories proved invaluable to us subsequently as an additional source of data, no one on the research team had any part in planning their inclusion.
The task generated considerable activity, as is common in GDSS meetings. The activity began to peter out at around 1:45 p.m., after which participants appeared to spend more time reading the comments of others than typing in their own. A 15-minute break was taken at about 2:30 p.m. After the break, the facilitator announced that people could leave when they were finished. While the level of typing activity increased immediately afterthe break, most people began to leave within approximately 10 minutes-the assistant principal was first to leave (the principal had not appeared after the break) and was followed veryquickly by most others. The meeting officially concluded just after 3:00 p.m.
Interviews: Round 3
The third round of interviews took place the next afternoon. The same rooms were obtained and the three of us completed our rotation through the rooms. One scheduled interviewee (#I0 in Table  2 ) had indicated in Round 2 that she would not be available for Round 3 and so we were prepared to conduct only eight interviews instead of the scheduled nine. However, the last interviewee in Round 2 (#15), the individual instrumental in reducing the list of 18 traits from the first meeting Five days later I interviewed the meeting facilitator to obtain his views on the project. By the next day, all the interviewers submitted the observations they had made through the entire process.
The several sources of data available at the end of the process were transcripts of 30 interviews with members of the teaching staff at the school; the transcript of the interview with the facilitator; three sets of observations concerning the process from the three interviewers; videotapes of both GDSS meetings (these videotapes were not transcribed but used as means to recreate the events of each meeting); and written comments from the meeting participants concerning the task and the process they undertook (obtained during the second GDSS meeting).
Data Analysis
The data collection effort yielded a large volume of data as is common in qualitative research. In order to analyze the data, l4began by listening to each recorded interview in order to verify that it had been properly transcribed. While this process proved useful for verification purposes, it also helped me develop an understanding of the tenor of the interviews that I did not personally conduct. After making appropriate corrections to the transcripts, I used the NUD.IST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing, Searching, and Theorizing) qualitative data analysis software package to store the transcripts and the other textual data.
4~h e use of the first person in this and the first three subsections under Findings (Enactment as Context, Multiple Realities, and Local Meanings) is intended to refer to the author who conducted the initial data analysis. Both authors contributed to designing the analysis phase but the analysis of the raw data was conducted by one author.
Gopal & Prasad./GDSS& Symbolic Interaction
To organize the analysis of this data, I used techniques from grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967) . Using the notion of "concept cards" (Martin and Turner 1986; Prasad 1993) , 1 reviewed the online documents related to the study in an attempt to identify the basic concepts or themes that emerged. The development of themes, or indexing as it is known in NUD.IST, proceeded through two broad stages. Forthe first stage, I obtained printed copies of each transcript and studied each "text unit" (a single uninterrupted interviewee response, in this instance) for symbols and meanings as well as for accounts that revealed information about the school's background and about the events that transpired during the use of the GDSS. Using different colors to distinguish between symbols and meanings on the one hand and accounts of background and events on the other, I noted in the margins of each transcript the themes that emerged. As each theme was identified, I also entered it as a node5 in NUD.IST, each of which was to serve later as a "virtual" concept card.
As I proceeded through the transcripts, I realized the need to review and refine the emerging themes. Most often, what I had originally seen as a single theme proved to be more nuanced and required breaking down into several themes. Simultaneously, I used the hierarchical structuring capability to create "children" for the node I had previously entered to reflect the breakdown of the theme into sub-themes. Occasionally, a previously identified theme needed revision by way of label or definition; I made note of such changes on the transcript and in a research notebook. I then altered the relevant node in NUD.IST. Upon completing my first pass through the transcripts, I went back to the first one, called up its online version and proceeded to relate each text unit to the node that indexed it. This procedure enabled me to match themes I had created early in the process of analysis (the themes recorded on each '~ach node represented a theme or grouping of themes (category). The term "node" is used to refer to the NUD.IST implementation of a theme or category when discussing how it was entered into or utilized in the software. The term "category," used later, refers to a broad group of themes. In the NUD.IST node structure. these categories formed the highest level nodes (directly under the root). All nodes under this highest level represented themes. transcript) with the node structure that had emerged by the end (the themes recorded as nodes in NUD.IST). The early themes were assigned to the appropriate "refined" node.
An example of this process is a theme I defined in one of the early transcripts (the order followed was chronological; interviews were analyzed in the order conducted) as "reason for task," which was intended to index those passages in which the reasons why the culture task had come up were articulated. After analyzing several transcripts, it became apparent that different kinds of reasons were being offered, some related to "student pride," others to "discipline needs." I created subthemes of the original to reflect this distinction. When I went back to the earlier transcript, during my second pass, I realized thatwhat I had marked as "reason for task" now had sub-themes. I therefore identified the sub-theme to which the particular passage belonged and indexed it in NUD.IST as such.
Having completed the indexing of the transcripts I proceeded to the second stage of the analysis. I worked in this stage directly with the index. At this point, the node structure was divided into four broad categories (groups of themes): "basic information," "school information," "events," and "meanings" (the first category contained largely logistical and demographic information such as "time of interview,""gender of interviewee," "tenure at school," etc.; the other three categories have been discussed above). I added two other categories under "meanings" to introduce my theoretical concerns: "multiple realities" and "local meanings." I then went through every node and sub-node under "meanings" and copied those nodes that provided, in my opinion, clear examples of either of these aspects into these two major categories. Finally, for each of these categories, I clustered nodes that related to particular topic areas; these topics became subnodes of the major categories. As an example, at the end of the analysis, one sub-node of "multiple realities" was "task understanding." A sub-node of this was "reason for task," a theme mentioned earlier.
While I now had the basic categories I sought ("events" proved to be my major source for the section of this paper entitled "Enactment as
Context"), I continued to examine the data based on theoretical considerations. One such consideration was to check whether the multiple realities I had identified could be clustered on the basis of other themes, such as "tenure at school." After this point I was ready to assemble the nodes According to one:
It costs $5,000 dollars a day, so there's something fishy involved ...l mean if we were just going to be renting a room, like I mean it shouldn't cost $5,000 dollars ... to construct the narrative.
there must be something special there, and [the principal] said in order for us to pay the cost, there would have to becertain people will be interviewed.
Findings -I will begin the presentation of our findings with an account of those events that transpired and which became evident only in the course of the interviews and through the data analysis. Those events that were apparent to me or to the research team as they occurred were described earlier under "Data Collection." The events described in the following section provide the backdrop against which meanings related to the use of the GDSS emerged.
Enactment as Context
Certain symbols and meanings with currency among the teaching staff formed the background against which their use of the technology was evaluated. These meanings were treated as representative of the context within which the GDSS meetings occurred. The purpose of this section is to evaluate this context by focusing on these meanings and their ramifications.
While the interviews in Round 1 were in progress, at 10:30 a.m., the teaching staff met to discuss the "culture task" that was to be undertaken that afternoon in the GDSS facility. At this meeting, the principal and assistant principal briefed staff members about the intent of the afternoon's meeting. Before this, theonly information imparted to the staff had been handed out the previous day, in the form of an item on a schedule of the events that were to take place prior to the reopening of the school. Some teachers had been told that they were being interviewed so that the school would not have to pay the $5,000 that it cost to use the university facilities (we were not subsequently able to ascertain the origin of this inflated figure).
Few details concerning the GDSS meetings were divulged at the 10:30 a.m. meeting. The teachers were told they would generate 18 word pairs each; the first word was to describe a trait that each teacher would like the students to possess while the second word was to be a synonym for the first such that any ambiguity in it could be resolved through reference to the second. While most teachers were familiar with the culture issue, this was the first time they had been informed about the specific method to be used to go about the task. They would come away from the first GDSS meeting with 18 traits and would identify activities related to each trait at the second GDSS meeting. They were also told the meetings would not take long; as one participant put it, "[The principal] said, 'Pretty easy process, it should take 2:30, 3:00, the latest."'
A sentiment that reappeared often during the interviews was that too little was known about the objectives of the first meeting in advance. One teacher confided that, "We know exactly where we're going, for a managerial talk orwhatever it is, but I don't know what we're doing when we get there."Another respondent described the manner in which the meetings were planned as "secretive" and said, He mentioned too that the decision to avoid telling the teachers about the content came from the university. I learned later that the decision was possibly based on a misunderstanding. The facilitator explained he had wanted to avoid telling them too much about the process in order not to impose predetermined categories on the group. He felt "they may well have misinterpreted that from what I was trying to say, and took it to mean that they shouldn't tell them [anything] ."
There was also speculation among the staff about the intent of the meetings; "There was a lot of people guessing," stated one interviewee. Adding to the feeling of confusion for a few interviewees was that they had to miss a portion of the morning staff meeting because they were being interviewed. The interviews, however, proved to be a source of information concerning the GDSS meetings: "The only people that knew anything were those of us that had interviews, and then the only people that knew anything after that was who we told," one interviewee observed.
The larger context within which the GDSS meetings were conducted also played an important part. Professional development projects were conducted regularly at the school; a major project every year prior to the reopening of the school as well as smaller projects every Wednesday afternoon during the school year. According to the senior administrator:
It's our belief as a private school that we need to be on the cutting edge and be on top of the latest research in education. Because if we're not, we'll be left behind, and if we're left behind, then we're not as effective, and if we're not as effective, then it affects all of our securities. So there's sort of that basic drive as well, as well as it's a requirement of all the teachers to become involved in professional developmental opportunities. For example, each Wednesday is allocated for-almost each W e d n e s d a y -i s a l l o c a t e d f o r professional development.
At the time of the GDSS meetings, a program on teaching-related assessment was under way; all teaching staff were involved along with experts from the university. Teachers were required to prepare presentations in addition to receiving information about assessment. This activity took considerable effort and, when juxtaposed with the GDSS project, proved to be, as one participant put it, "draining." Another participant added that, With doing the assessment and at the same time thinking about the school culture and then setting up your classroom, a lot of people are feeling overwhelmed and stressed.
According to another interviewee: You know, we had another big project going on this week too with our performance assessment. So it was two big things [we were] trying to work on. So maybe this one suffered a bit because of the fact that everybody was involved in the other one too.
During the first GDSS meeting, described in some detail earlier, the manner in which the participants interacted also contributed to the construction of the context within which they reacted to their use of the technology. The consolidation process had proven to be rather difficult and signs of frustration were evident throughout the room. Several of the categories on the list, when their deletion or mergerwith other categories was proposed by the facilitator, were strongly contested. When the facilitator decided to leave each such item on the list due to the lack of unanimity concerning its removal, frustration was expressed by group members who wanted the category deleted. One participant said during this phase that "this is a tyranny of the minority."
An interesting aspect of the consolidation process was the culture that developed as it unfolded. Described later by many as the "deletion" process, its tenor is evident from the following comment, made by a teacher who felt affronted by what happened:
As we got further into the program, when we were starting to delete and add things under things and all this, it was funny to listen to people say "No, you can't get rid of that, that was mine," or, "This is why I picked it." And there was one point where they deleted one of mine and they didn't-we all joked about it-but they didn't just delete it. It was like, this was my idea and they're like, "Delete it, delete it." And the lady that was [working with me at my computer] says "No, don't let them, don't let them, tell them." So she's like "No, we don't want to delete it for this reason," and they eventually deleted it, which wasn't a big deal because we found another one that meant the same thing, but they deleted it by saying "dump it" .... Itwas kind of like my ideas aren't good enough.
The process moved rather slowly until a break was announced. During the break, we found out later, a large group of teachers gathered at a nearby cafeteria and decided they could not carry on in the same manner. One interviewee provided a perspective from within this group regarding the frustration that caused them to try to move things along:
I think [the facilitator] finally realized [our frustration] when he sent us for coffee, because we were getting very crabby ....
And a bunch of us went for coffee and we discussed it and we just said, "This is getting too labor intensive, it's too long, it's too tiring. We're just going to be totally agreeable and get it done. We just don't care."
The process moved smoothly and much more quickly after the break.
Between the first and second meetings, as has been noted earlier, one staff member worked on the list of categories independently at home. This individual later described what she had done (this passage is quoted at length as it highlights important contextual aspects): wasn't sure if that's what he wanted, but to me it was more like our ultimate goal, or the outcome of all this, was school pride. Like pride in themselves, pride in their school, pride in their work. So how can we do that, and use all of these character traits, but use them on a whole year basis, instead of trying to break it down in little sections to try and teach. And so we got together with the division leaders and we actually narrowed it down to even five subgroups, and came up with that to be the teaching for the overall year, for the whole school. So you're not necessarily teaching one character trait this month. From day one, you're introducing all of those. You're making the students aware that these are the kind of things that we're trying to foster in order to have school culture. So that's where it kind of went from there, but it started out as trying to narrow down that mass of words to something workable.
These comments reveal not only how events outside the GDSS meeting influence its outcomes but also the particular process used to accomplish the further consolidation of the list, the manner in which the "breakthrough" in the problem occurred outside the GDSS meeting but (as was evident later) was still viewed as a part of the GDSS use process, and how the further reduction of the list was not assigned to the large group but was accomplished instead by the school's administrators. This last point created a modicum of discomfort for one division coordinator who later said, "all that information was brought back and ... I was in on the process, but there were only five of us in on the process." Interestingly, the fact that the list of 18 word pairs had been narrowed down to five was apparently known to the staff informally, but not everyone knew exactly what had been accomplished. There was still a lack of clarity (as before the first GDSS meeting) among most people about what was to be accomplished at the second meeting. As one of those with somewhat less knowledge of what had been done to the list commented: "What exactly...they want down on paper I'm still unclear on. And I think that that's an unclarity amongst a few staff members anyway." Most people appeared to have found out what the five items were when they attended the second GDSS meeting and saw the categories entered in the system.
A final aspect of the context is the manner in which meetings were usually held at the school. Given the divisional structure of the school, the teaching staff within a division met fairly frequently; meetings of the entire staff were somewhat rarer. Space constraints tended to make meetings of the entire staff somewhat cramped and the size and different affiliations of the staff tended to make consensus a difficult goal. As one respondent described their meetings:
I think there's just about 50 people on staff here, and most of who will take pride in being a type-A personality. Soand several people have the firm conviction that they're right-so it can end up with discussion and then ...end up with people looking at the clock and just deciding they won't say anything else.
Given this history, it may not be overly surprising that the entire staff reacted to the consolidation process with some hostility. Prasad (1993) notes that "every organizational situation is likely to be filled with multiple and frequently conflicting interpretations and meanings" (p. 1404). The focus in this section is on the identification of those apparently similar circumstances, which are actually interpreted quite differently by different people, such that the privileging of any one becomes inappropriate. The purpose is to identify diverse reactions to the same event or phenomenon. In this section, the concern is with the task process itself rather than with the larger context (which was explored in the previous section on enactment), although the two are not always separable.
Multiple Realities
The fact that multiple realities existed among the staff was recognized by many of them. Reacting positively to the first GDSS meeting, one participant remarked that there were "several warring factions and they were all cut off." Interestingly, this observation concerning multiple realities did not itself appear to be shared by everyone. One interviewee felt that "the staff itself is very close ...it really is like a big family and there's not a lot of organizations that have that."
In spite of this positive sentiment, several sectional interests were identified by interviewees. The most common distinction was drawn between the "old guard" and the "new guard." Newer staff members appeared to regard longer-serving members as operating from a different and often antagonistic viewpoint. A staff member with some seniority also noted this tension: I would say it tends to be an agelego thing. Hopefully the older you get the more confident you get in your abilities, and they're the people who tend to hold back. Some people are very aggressive ...and I'd say that they're the younger ones...[they] feel a need to be recognized by their peers ...as dynamic and having a very valid place.
Other distinctions mentioned were the administration versus the rest and the three divisions versus each other. One might expect, on this basis, that the multiple realities would break down by these distinctions. This, however, did not prove consistently to be the case.
Multiple realities existed along several dimensions. There were, first, different kinds of understanding of the task. In this instance, there did appear to be somewhat of a distinction based on tenure. The focus of teachers with longer tenure tended to be on the need for students to feel some pride in their school and its culture. As one longserving teacher explained:
I think we've been hankering for many years that we want an identity. We want the students to feel that they belong ....
They have to go into small classes at a special school. They really don't feel normal. They miss what the bigger schools have, the activities, the independence of being able to come and go when you want to come and go. And so we wanted to promote a feeling of worth, identity, orthings like being proud.
Another senior teacher shared a counter-example to illustrate what culture meant to her:
Sometimes now you have kids who act out behavior, and they still get that negative feedback support from their peers, they'll laugh, ha-ha-ha, someone's just being a jerk. And so they're supporting the--sort of--counterculture, like the culture we don't want.
For some of the more recently arrived staff members, the culture issue tended to translate to discipline. According to one teacher:
They would really prefer one whole culture. The things that we can do to really incorporate that-l know one thing that we're starting to address is some form of standardized clothing that the students would be required to wear in September. And a very punitive smoking policy. A very strong smoking policy is being set that only students 18 and older can smoke, just outside the school or in their cars. By imposing things like that they're starting to set a definite school culture the way they wanted.
Another teacher, who had a year's experience at the school, sought specific criteria, "Basically what I'd like to see [is] some really specific performance ideas for school culture." Many in this group also expressed some confusion about what they were trying to achieve. One teacher, when asked about the task prior to the first meeting, responded, "Well, just to bring students together.. .I'm not positively sure ...they're thinking of bringing in a school uniform ...little things like that."
Regarding uniforms, one teacher noted that:
These kids already don't have a very positive self esteem. So if you make them wear certain clothing and they feel they can't even express themselves in their clothing, are we now crushing their self esteem more?
Another teacher took a different perspective: I used to work at a school where they had uniforms, and you see the kids dress in a very respectable manner, dressier than they normally would bethey behave dressier.
For a third teacher, uniforms sewed a different useful purpose:
If the kids all have to wear something very similar ...they're not going to get teased because of what they wear, or things like that.
All three teachers addressed the issue of self esteem but from different angles.
There were also differing reactions to the idea of visiting the university's GDSS facility. One younger teacher took a decidedly antagonistic view:
I'm going to hate [it] ...because I like to talk. I don't think communicating to your computer is-l don't know.. ..It's going to be really difficult for us to sit there and not talk verbally, and stuff that we're expected to do we're not going to be able to do it.
An older teacher expressed a contrary opinion: "The thought that issues could be resolved by input from a keyboard without the human voice, I think would be absolutely marvelous." For another younger teacher, the meeting was expected to provide other benefits: I expect to learn some more positive techniques about how a meeting can be run, organization-wise. Some different ways, I guess, that you can look at a meeting or how you can reframe them.
One intewiewee expected the meetings to help launch a much longer running dialogue and was not expecting closure on the culture issue.
I think that they won't have a definite outcome done today. Because you're trying to go across divisions, like high school tends to think at the high school level, and sometimes they forget that these little kids can't do that or they're not like that or the junior high are really trying to get to know themselves and to test the limits and to test the waters and do all those things that teenagers, when they first become teenagers, do. So because youl're trying to address all three, the opinions are going to be a little more diverse ....l think it will be a little of testing the waters and sharing of ideas; people going back and reflecting on it and coming back and saying "yes," "no," "this is why," "I think not," and really trying to come up with [a] school policy.
Another teacher went into the meeting with the hope that closure would, in fact, be obtained: "If we can come up with ...a product that is usable next week when school starts.. .it will be absolutely incredible."
A difference related to the first GDSS meeting is interesting. One word pair involved a humorous twist ("cinnamon/sage" was the word pair entered). While only a few people commented on this humor later, those who did were divided. One senior teacher saw it as "fun" while a junior teacher commented, in general, "And then [there were] a few people who put some humorous com-ments in, and so as you got it you would just chuckle and kind of ease some of the tension and things." Another senior teacher, however, said, "Entering inappropriate comments like "cinnamonlsage' ...upsets me." One relatively new teacher saw it as the work of young teachers who did not know the time and place for such comments and did not realize the need to be more task-oriented at such an "expensive" facility.
Differences of opinion were most evident during consolidation. Some respondents felt that persistence helped people keep their categories on the list: "When it's one person speaking up and saying 'No, don't delete it,' that gets very frustrating, because it's not getting your list down." Others thought persistence helped people delete categories from the list; one teacher noted that, "The people who shouted 'Yes' the loudest got it deleted." The following comment is also informative:
Some of the deletions, or some of the merges, weren't necessarily a group consensus, although they're supposed to be a group consensus. I don't really feel they were a group consensus. It was just the ones who persisted the most and, "No, this is right," and "That's just silly," you know, or whatever. They're the ones who kind of got their way sometimes.
Still others felt their categories were deleted because, as they felt unable to defend their ideas, they did not speak up, as in the following example:
One of the comments was, "honesty and a moral code," and we like that statement. And then other people are like, "Well, what does that mean?" Like, "Explain it to us." And nobody explained and it got deleted.
Another interviewee made a similar point:
I felt like at some point people were giving up because they couldn't get their ideas across or whatever, or they felt like not fighting for a term that they believed in or something.
One interviewee pointed out that new teachers were less likely to defend their ideas; while this is probably accurate, a significant number of senior teachers also abstained from speaking up. Thus, while everyone agreed there was a problem with the process, they constructed the problem quite differently. One person, a newer teacher, noted that There was one teacher, and she's been here ever since the school opened, and she was quite firm on some of the things she didn't want dumped.
A teacher with more seniority placed at least part of the blame for failing to yield on the newer staff. She also noted that this level of "conflict" was "not atypical for our meetings." Differing realities were also evident in the overall assessments of the GDSS meetings solicited from interviewees. For some it was a very good experience. According to one enthusiastic respondent:
Well I, if I had to use one word to describe it, I thought it was ...absolutely incredible ....For the numbers of strongwilled-forceful-people, it was the obvious answer.
Another respondent said:
I think it was a great process, a valuable process, in generating all the ideas without getting bogged down with discussing some little thing that someone found objectionable or didn't agree with right at the beginning. It got the ideas generated without-before any discussion was available. So while people's trains of thought are on specific things, you can get it punched into the computer, you can put them where you want, you can get all your thoughts generated, and you don't have to worry about saying something that you know someone else might not agree with.
Some others took a more qualified view, noting that it was useful for some activities but not for others. One interviewee noted, For what we were trying to get at, I thought it was useful. To a point. I mean there were some pros and cons of using the university computers.
Another interviewee, who said after the first meeting that the entire task could have been done easily using "pencil and paper," observed after the second meeting:
The part we did before I wasn't too crazy about. But [the second meeting] worked out real well, because what I noticed in the comments part on the computer system thing-you knowwe had a whole section on comments-some people were writing some interesting stuff that I'm positive wouldn't have come out if we had sat down as a group and talked about it.
One teacher characterized the experience as "neat" but added, "I wouldn't want to do it very often." For another teacher, the overall outcome was useful but the process was not:
I think we're pleased with the outcome, but the way of getting to the outcome wasn't-l think a lot of us think that we could've achieved the same thing here using the white boards as we did on the computer.
As noted earlier, during the second GDSS meeting a topic window soliciting comments on the overall process was included with the list of values on which people were working. It is interesting to note that in spite of the differences of opinion among interviewees regarding the overall process, most comments entered in this topic window (which was accessible to all participants in the meetings, not only the interviewee respondents) were positively oriented toward the use of the GDSS. However, one person's opinion was that, "I'm not sure either session could not have been done as or more effectively as a group with a chalkboard." Equality of participation was one factor that saw some divided opinion. Some felt there was equal participation. One respondent said, "I think it involves everybody on an equal level"; another said, "I can't think of a more democratic way of doing it." Others were left with the impression that equal participation had not been achieved. A senior person who had expected such equal participation said, "I don't think everybody participated. So that was different than what my original impression was." The following comment about participation is informative:
Some people commented, "Well, I didn't put any in, and you know although these are good, some of the wordings down farther in the list, they were better, and I kind of liked that better, but so many on the list that ...." You know, when you have 145 you're kind of apprehensive about adding 146 or 147, because you don't want to have this huge [list] , and we were being asked to refrain from doing that as well.
Even during the voting process, the feeling that participation may not have been equal appears to have existed:
Fhere were] people saying that after the votes, that something that they felt was very important to themselves, a criteria, was placed at the bottom. I talked with a couple of people who brought that upthey felt a little deflated about that, and didn't really feel that they had an opportunity to explain why they had put that criteria up there.
A dramatic example of multiple realities is reflected in the facilitator's assessment of the two meetings. According to him: I think the first one went better in terms of a level of interchange in and amongst the group. They were there a good length of time. There was a lot going back and forth. Then the second one, they were there less time, but I think I know the reason. I think the reason likely, the most likely reason, is that the second one was much harder.
The interviews, on the other hand, revealed that most people found the first meeting tense and tiring, primarily due to the consolidation, and found the second meeting refreshingly easy. One interviewee revealed the following:
I was a little hesitant about the computers in the first [meeting] , because I thought they were kind of wasting our time. But in the second [meeting] , it seemed like it really was useful. The anonymity part of it worked real well. Plus the fact that you could check back Another interviewee noted that:
[The second meeting] went much smoother because we were just allowed to put in all our thoughts and then we'll all have a chance to look at them and discuss them and pick and choose what we're going to use. Whereas the first day after 490 [word pairs] were generated, then we got into little arguments, nit-picky arguments over words.
What the facilitator saw as healthy discussion during the first meeting was not viewed the same way by participants. The fact that they finished earlier at the second meeting, rather than being a result of the meeting being "harder" appears to have been the result of a different dynamic. In view of the expectation created prior to the first meeting that the GDSS meetings would not last beyond 3:00p.m., it is likely that participants were keen to adhere to this promised completion time at the second meeting (it was, after all, nearing the end of the summer, and "people were thinking they could go golfing," according to one interviewee). Their leaving "early" may not have reflected the difficulty of the task, as the facilitator assumed, but rather its ease-it was easy to complete within the given time.
The facilitator's role also drew diverse responses. For one respondent, the facilitator was a source of frustration:
The man that was running it just didn't care why he didn't want it off, it was just that he didn't want it off and that was enough. And for us that's very-l found it very frustrating. Like I was really glad to be going home.
According to another teacher, however: "[The teaching staff] enjoyed hearing the gentleman who was running it ....Enjoyed him immensely. That was an overwhelming comment."
We have attempted to show in this section that multiple realities in various forms persisted throughout the period of GDSS use. While multiple realities have not been identified in previous research, due primarily to the statistical averaging of varied responses, we have tried to demonstrate that, when allowed to emerge, the multiple realities tell a more complete story about reactions to technology than might otherwise be available. We turn now to the kinds of local meanings developed by people during their use of the GDSS.
Local Meanings
In this section, specific meanings made during the task process are explored. While the previous section identified such meanings too, its focus was on how meanings were contested. In this section, the focus shifts to identifying other meanings that existed through the task process with a view to considering how a process such as that represented by a GDSS is understood.
Intrinsic to a discussion of what meanings exist is a consideration of how meaning is made. While the ongoing circumstances of the people concerned form the arena within which meanings are constructed, self-identity influences the way in which the circumstances are interpreted. An enduring aspect of these identities was the language used to relate experiences, which often was drawn from the field of education. The facilitator was referred to as the "instructor" and the activities the staff undertook were described as the "assignment." The observation that "he sent us for coffee, because we were getting very crabby" also evokes images of schools and students. The GDSS experience, therefore, appears to have been interpreted by many in terms of their own categories rather than the ones usually employed by researchers.
Two other aspects of self-identity bear mention. First, there was the felt pressure of being a private school. As one interviewee observed, We're a private school and ...the fees are exorbitant. And so the onus has been on the staff to-as well as, obviously, teaching the students-to make sure that the school [as] a product is the best that it can possibly be.
She felt they were under pressure to be "on the leading edge of accepted, proven, recognizable things." From the point of view of "the marketing of the school," she felt, "it's a good ploy to take advantage of any expertise and to involve ourselves with other bodies." In relation to the use of the GDSS, therefore, she felt that "it adds creditability if you go up to a university to do an exercise." Second, there was pressure felt to keep up with technology. One interviewee observed, [ The principal] was saying that in about 10 to 20 years from now, there's not going to be any teachers, it's going to be basically every student ...p lopped in front of a computer and they'll just be learning from a computer, instead of paying teachers. I think he's got a point there, because he was telling us that we'd better get some courses down with the computer-you've got to know the technology now, [otherwise] you're out of luck.
Another teacher related this sentiment directly to the use of the GDSS when she said that, This may not be the perfect way of meeting but you can see that things are really on the move, so you really have to kind of stay up on the latest and be willing to try things.
The use of the GDSS, therefore, took on a symbolic meaning beyond what is otherwise explicitly considered.
The meaning-making process was in evidence in different ways through the GDSS project. One example is noteworthy as it is observable at several GDSS meetings. During both meetings, when the facilitator explained how to proceed, most people began "chatting" with their neighbors, clarifying among themselves what needed to be done. One interviewee later noted that her "subgroup" had to work out a protocol to apply to the voting procedure before they were able to continue; they needed to supplement the instructions provided with their own local meaning of what needed doing. As she put it:
I discussed this with someone else-it was his suggestion-that he said if you press one if you agree, press two if you don't agree, and then we can tally up a vote and go with the majority.
Another interviewee said prior to the first GDSS meeting that chatting at meetings was seen by the administration as a problem, but defended such activity by noting that it's not always negative talk, it's not always off topic. Sometimes it's.. .trying to get clarification from someone else that you've ...understood correctly.
Such local conversations can be seen here to be a quite common method of understanding what is going on.
The consolidation phase served as a central symbol of the entire process of GDSS use for several participants. Lacking a label for it, participants described it variously as "deletion," "elimination," and "dumping." It also became symbolized as the drive for "100% consensus" and the venue for the exertion of "peer pressure," a term that appeared to have considerable currency; one response appears to sum up what it meant: I mean [the facilitator] tried to [control things by saying], "No, I heard a no, and I don't care if I only heard a very faint no, it was a no." But at the same token, you know, if you were the only person saying no faintly, you know, you're feeling kind of-almost-the peer pressure starts coming back into play.
Running through these references is the theme that the aim of the activity was to enforce consensus. Such a construction is arguably the opposite of what a GDSS is widely seen as promoting. In fact, the facilitator, in seeing the activity as successful because of the "level of interchange," might be seen as echoing the common view that discussion of this sort is healthy and indicative of open communication rather than enforcement.
Evaluations of the technology (to the extent they were identifiable as such) revealed a wide range of reactions. Several people complained that everything could not be seen on a single screen during consolidation. They found it difficult to scroll through the list and keep up with the discussion. One participant complained there was too much information. So I had to go screen up, screen down, and I don't have the trained memory to memorize what had gone before.
For another interviewee, the screen problem related directly to the consolidation problem:
We couldn't see the whole screen. We couldn't see everything there so it was easy to give up things but not knowing what the other things were.
Another respondent related the problem to learning modes: Some people found it frustrating trying to hold so much information in their head when they couldn't see it all on the screen. They would say, "I'm a visual learner, I need more ..." whatever.
There were also interesting reactions to the process. A few people felt it eliminated context; a person could say no without qualification and this resulted in frustration. As one staff member put it:
In a regular staff meeting, if there's one person saying no, they've got more of an opportunity to explain it, whereas in this setting it was just enough to say no. You didn't have to justify it.
An interesting interpretation of the consolidation process was that it proceeded more smoothly when people were "distanced" from it; when everyone was engaged it was difficult and slow. One teacher compared the "passion" felt during brainstorming and consolidation.
The first part, of course, was I think the easiest. OK, just brainstorming your ideas. So less pressure in that. And also you're ...not so ...p assionate about it yet.
So I felt really comfortable and no pressure or anything. And then the second one where you're choosing out of 500, then, you know ...y ou start getting more serious, bearing down, and you know your thinker starts really clicking in.
Another teacher compared the consolidation at the first meeting to the process used during the second GDSS meeting:
You got into a lot of personal feelings because of [the consolidation] part of the process. Where [the second GDSS meeting] was great because you could just brainstorm and then, hopefully, we'll be able to have a chance to look at those printouts on our own time, and now you don't have to say, well I don't like this one and who would write that.
A third teacher, who was quite positive about the experience overall, summed it up in the following manner:
I guess I wish it had been done on another topic because to me school culture is very-it has a lot of values and morals and all that type of affective stuff in it. And I'm not sure it lends itself to this type of [task] . I guess something more concrete, more black and white, I don't know, I can't think of anything.
Passion, involvement, and engagement were seen by some, therefore, as contributing to the problems during consolidation. The parts seen as lacking this involvement were seen as easier to do. These sentiments point, perhaps, to the need to take a more qualified approach to the prevalent view (as echoed by the facilitator) that greater engagement leads to more successful GDSS use.
The other feelings that people experienced while using the GDSS were also informative. There was a comment about the degree of control people felt during different phases: "I especially liked the anonymous voting at the end ...which again gave control back to me." Others experienced a sense of anxiety. One person noted how, before the first meeting, "several teachers were quite anxious" about having to use computers. Another person recalled how she had felt apprehensive about adding more categories to an already lengthy list during the Categorizer exercise. She also expressed discomfort about having to argue her position later as she felt it wasted others' time. This teacher also referred to the anxiety felt during consolidation:
I could see that if two people really felt differently, and you only could choose so many, that it could have created a little bit of tension and anxiety.
For one teacher, the discrepancy between her rank ordering and that of the group was "kind of disappointing, especially [as] the ones that I ranked up high were down really low." Another teacher "was kind of embarrassed to know that, you know, mine was dumped right down to the bottom." These observations point to the ownership that people take of ideas and the responses that are evoked when these ideas are assigned the specific valences that GDSS technology is used to generate; these responses are more likely than not to factor into overall assessments of the technology.
Frustration was another widely felt emotion. For some it emanated from the limitations of the technology: "Some people found it frustrating trying to hold so much information in their head when they couldn't see it all on the screen." For others it derived from the process: "That 100% thing was what got ...most of us so frustrated."
One teacher put the frustration in a larger context, thereby highlighting the contextuality that is vital to understanding GDSS use: I think we'd rather put in a little bit more time to avoid those kind of negative feelings. Because that's not.. .how you want to start the school year-getting frustrated right away.
There were positive emotions expressed too. One person felt that, "It was interesting, and parts of it quite fun." Even after the otherwise "draining" first meeting, one person said about the upcoming second meeting, "Oh yes, I'm excited about it." Another teacher said of the technology, "I really enjoyed just what the computer could do, the colored screen, all the little do-dahs." For one teacher, the anonymity had an impact on selfesteem:
It totally freed me up to be-fairly anonymous. That I could put down my thought without someone shooting me down. Which I felt quite good about. Plus, I
don't have a loud voice.. .l have all kinds of ideas but you get shouted down almost....But this way, you could put down your ideas and know that it would be generated out there, and without being shouted down, talked down and made to feel quite stupid.
Anonymity (Connolly et al. 1990 ) was among several previously researched GDSS features that elicited comment and appeared as an advantage in several accounts. One teacher's comments revealed the importance of anonymity from her point of view as well as the factors that might contribute to a sense of anonymity:
I wouldn't even look over at the lady next to me because I thought she might feel uncomfortable and I didn't want anyone coming around to watch what I was doing. So I kind of felt uncomfortable at the beginning, and then another teacher sat right beside me and she just sat there and she goes I'm going to just be sharing with you. And so then I started feeling [uneasy] , because I thought it was-well, you just sit at your own space and don't look at anyone else.
The sense of anonymity, however, was compromised for another person, who noted that "the anonymity was good if it would have been more complete in the process," referring to the nonanonymous consolidation process in the first meeting. Another teacher appreciated the anonymity but was uncomfortable about the physical positioning of computers.
Their idea of doing the brainstorming ... of people being able to feel really uninhibited about putting in a response and any idea without kind of feeling, you know, "Maybe this isn't really right, maybe I shouldn't say this," because no one knows who it's coming from. It's a lot less uninhibiting, you just kind of go with it. But at the same token, if you-and I guess it's like that anywhere-but the screens are so close together, [I] felt that you could ...still see a number of people if you really felt the need to, or whatever.
Facilitation (Anson et al. 1996) evoked varied responses (please see the section on multiple realities) but was generally deemed both useful and competent. One respondent thought, The guy that was running it, he was ... great because I mean he was very enthusiastic and he was fast at it and he kept the pace up for us.
Another respondent felt that, "The gentleman who ran it had an incredible memory. He had control of it."
The triggering of ideas through other ideas was mentioned and appreciated, as was the recognition that ideas could emerge without personalities attached (Nunamaker et al. 1991) . The advantages of the structured process were also noted (Dennis et al. 1996) , as in the following comment: "I thought that this really focused everybody. This task, the next task, speak what you have to say." Some people felt that the GDSS was not useful for large groups (a few people restricted this observation to their own group while others completed the generalization to other groups). Interestingly, this sentiment was echoed by the meeting facilitator. "My first concern was, quite frankly, with the number ...I've learned to be wary of groups that exceed about 15." GDSS advocates, however, often promote it as a useful tool for larger groups (Dennis et al. 1988 ).
The variety of local meanings that emerged showed that the manner in which GDSS is usually evaluated by researchers is not necessarily the way in which GDSS users view their use of it. Their concerns arise from their own unique situations but are rarely recorded because of the predetermined conceptual apparatus brought to bear on their use by researchers.
The Influence of the Research Team
We conclude the section on findings with an evaluation of the role that we, as researchers, played in influencing the outcome of this project. The purpose is to round out the picture we have attempted to paint of the manner in which the GDSS was used by showing how the construction of the picture depended considerably on the researchers' actions and proclivities. While we adopt the privileged position of the creators of the picture, we are implicated in it as well.
There are two primary ways in which we see our role as influencing what we found. First, there were ways in which we impacted the manner in which the interviewees and other participants responded discursively to us. Second, what we found is a result of the specific biases and assumptions that we brought to the analysis of the data. Both influences are discussed below.
We hoped at the outset that our presence at the school would not cause any disruptions or influence the interviewees' responses in any manner. During the first round of interviews, however, it became clearthat several interviewees did not see themselves as participating in the interviews of their own free will. One interviewee noted that r h e principal] said in order for us to pay the cost ...certain people will be interviewed, and everyone said, "Oh, no, I hope it's not me" because they didn't want to be on the video.
While the fact that the interviews would be videotaped was a misconception, the principal's comments clearly established that the interviews were a means of paying for the sessions and that the interviewees were obliged to participate for the sake of the school. This level of pressure on the interviewees is more than likely to have influenced the manner in which at least some of them responded during the interviews, although we have no way of gauging the nature of the influence.
One incident alerted us to the possibility that an aura of suspicion may have clouded the interview process. During the final round of interviews, one teacher (not an interviewee) asked one of the interviewers in the hallway, "Is this a conspiracy or something?", apparently referring to the entire GDSS use process, which included the presence of the interviewers. In the subsequent interviews on that day, each interviewer asked at the end whether the presence of the interviewers had been disruptive in any way. Each interviewee responded in the negative. However, we suspect that the statement reflected the paucity of information about the research project made available to the teachers and the sense that something was going on that not everyone knew about. If this were the case, we do not doubt that it influenced the manner in which interviewees responded but, again, cannot speculate on how.
There was also some resentment expressed by two of the interviewees at being asked to attend interviews when they were otherwise engaged. One said, "I was pulled out of my classroom to have an interview," suggesting by her choice of words that she lacked any option. Another was more direct:
[For] the middle interview, I got pulled out right in the middle of when we were discussing school culture. And I was a bit-l was not very happy about that because we were discussing the very thing we were going to be doing in the computer room yesterday. So that was frustrating for me. And then the interview took a half an hour. So I missed it all. So I think if you're going to come in and interview you shouldn't do it at times when there's something going on pertaining to what you want to see.
Other interviewees (and even the two quoted above) appeared to participate quite enthusiastically in the interviews and, as mentioned earlier, appeared to welcome the opportunity to use these interviews to learn more about what was going on. Still, the sense of a coercive element to the interviews, alluded to above, appears to have existed.
With respect to the influence of the researchers on the data analysis, one factor bears mention. The researcher involved in the interview process also conducted the initial data analysis. Clearly, what was observed during the interviews. and GDSS meetings colored the manner in which the data was analyzed. During the interviews, the researcher was a participant in the process and, therefore, saw it unfold from a particular standpoint. During data analysis, the attempt was made by the researcher to move beyond such a participant standpoint but the success of this attempt is likely to have been incomplete; the standpoint in question is likely to have been privileged over others. This issue, however, is not one we see as a limitation of the project as we believe all data analysis is carried out from valueladen standpoints.
There is a temptation when studying any technology to treat the technology itself as a given and fixed reality, requiring understanding in terms of how different users regard and appropriate it. However, we hope our study demonstrates that GDSS, like any other technology, are themselves constructed symbolically by users, facilitators, designers, and others. The constructed nature of the experience suggests that the technocentric approach adopted in previous GDSS studies may indeed have significantly influenced the inconsistency inherent in GDSS research to date. Our central argument in the following discussion, therefore, will be that in order to gain relevant insights into the use of GDSS in organizations, we need to shift our focus from the technology itself to the symbolic context in which it is enacted and the multiple ways in which it may be constructed.
This shift in focus is necessary for two related reasons. First, a stable, shared meaning for the technology does not exist and it is, therefore, impossible to meaningfully "pin down" the technology in order to study it. Second, the focus on the technology is not necessarily shared by its users, for whom it is a transparent means to achieve meaningful interaction. To maintain the technology focus, therefore, is to fail to adequately serve the widely accepted objective of facilitating human interaction through technology. These two reasons are discussed in some detail below.
That the first reason holds true is demonstrated in the answers to the three research questions posed earlier. For one thing, the GDSS took on a very specific meaning peculiar to the circumstances of the participants. Factors like the sense of identity that arose from being in a private school, the symbolic capital obtained from the use of computers, and the sense of distinction among different subgroups contributed to the understanding of the GDSS formed by the participants. The particular circumstances ofothergroups (e.g., people from fields such as healthcare and software development or from functions such as accounting and marketing) are equally likely to result in enduring conceptualizations of the technology that differ from those of others. To attempt, under these circumstances, to construct a generalized notion of a unitary technology does not help account for variations in how the technology is interpreted and forces the researcher's conceptualization on the users.
The second reason suggests that, regardless of whether it is possible to arrive at a stable conceptualization of technology, the researcher's focus on the GDSS technology is not necessarily shared by users, who are more likely to take a more holistic view of their technology use, perhaps never even seeing the technology as a phenomenon apart from the context of its use. In Gopal & Prasad./GDSS 8 Symbolic Interaction this study, the fact that users rarely if ever separated their assessment of the technology from their evaluation of the manner in which they went about their task points to the possibility that when we use variables to measure characteristics of a GDSS we may actually be capturing user reactions to phenomena that are wider in their scope than the GDSS alone and that these reactions may say little about the GDSS itself. It might perhaps be more fruitful to realize the larger scope of these reactions and study them explicitly; i.e., study the human interaction within which technology is transparently embedded rather than the technology itself. This possibility is of potentially high significance for GDSS researchers: if results to date have been inconsistent partly because some users responded ambivalently in questionnaires and researchers understood them to be ambivalent about the GDSS technology, the possibility exists that their reactions had less to do with the technology than with the context of its use. An apparent lack of enthusiasm might actually mask quite different reactions to the technology.
We would like to make clear that our call for a shift of focus from technology to interaction does not mean that we believe or suggest that the technology is not the legitimate subject of study. We still want to understand more about GDSS. We believe, however, that we might achieve this objective more productively by studying the circumstances of its use (i.e., human interaction) rather than by focusing on the technology itself. A glance at the emerging ERP (enterprise resource planning) research domain suggests that such an altered focus might be well placed, in that there is a growing realization that the challenges these systems bring with them are organizational rather than technological in nature. An approach focused on the larger situation of technology use (which includes other technologies) could give us insights into how the notion of technology is constructed by people in their everyday milieus (the emic perspective) and offer us means of creating and using our technologies in relevant and useful ways.
The shift in focus we advocate is consistent with the position adopted by researchers who reject the technocentric approach to GDSS research (Chin et al. 1997; DeSanctis 1993) . However, it is not easy to move beyond a technocentric approach when we continue to keep our research focused on the technology. Yet, if we are to understand and tackle the inconsistency problem, we do need to find ways to move beyond technocentrism. In orderto better understand the specific research practices that would need to be revisited if a change in focus is to take place, it might be informative to return to the issues we raised earlier with respect to current research practices.
The first issue concerns whether GDSS users make sense of their technology use by utilizing the same models and variables utilized by researchers. The present study suggests that some people use some of the variables to evaluate some part of their experience. All people, though, have other needs and concerns that arise dynamically over the course of their experience. We contend that even if we adopt a strong technocentric position and concern ourselves solely with improving technologies, we can understand better the task before us only if we take into account the various factors that people see as important. This technocentric position is not the one we advocate, even if, by its own logic, it shows the limitations of imposing our own models on the experiences of users. We see it as important to take different needs and concerns into account because we advocate an approach that strives to understand and facilitate communicative interaction among people. By focusing on specific needs and concerns we are able to recognize the holistic context within which technology use occurs and can avoid fitting the needs of interaction situations to the quirks of the technology.
The second issue concerns the need to take into account the variation in reactions to GDSS use. This study has shown that multiple realities are a fact of existence. By using variables and models, we engage in the averaging of such potentially varied responses and, depending on whom we ask, in the privileging of the views of group leaders and facilitators. We are unable, as a result, to recognize multiple realities and end up constructing a simplified view of the world. The world, however, is richly textured, and by getting to know that a particular technological feature is (often radically) differentially evaluated within the same group, we might allow ourselves greater flexibility in the design of our technologies. But recognizing multiple realities serves more than just a technological purpose. Our own belief is that multiple realities are important because we "may mistake [our] experiences for the experiences of others" (Denzin 1989 , p. II ) , or, in this case, the evaluation of the facilitator for the evaluation of others, or the evaluation embodied in an average as the common evaluation of all concerned. Such evaluation may result in the creation of a "normal" mode of GDSS use on wide varieties of circumstances and people, thereby impeding rather than facilitating meaningful interaction.
The third issue concerns the appropriateness of the goal of generalizability, the quest for which lays the ground for the problem of inconsistency. As we have pointed out above, the context within which GDSS use is embedded makes generalizability impossible. It may be less than useful to compare the experiences of educators in a private school working on a task which has meaning only in relation to their own historicity to the experiences of, say, senior oil company executives attempting to manage their imagined futures in a global economy. As for appropriateness, recognizing its impossibility and still attempting to generalize may not serve our own interests. Taking, for a moment, another technocentric stance, we may be failing to fit the technology to the task (Zigurs and Buckland 1998) , however many contingencies we take into account, and further exacerbating the inconsistency problem. More importantly, though, we may fail to give people the license to freely appropriate meanings and technologies from their context when we say, in however nuanced a manner, that one size fits all.
The fourth issue has to do with the attempt to isolate elements in the GDSS milieu, such as meetings and technology, in order to study them as definable units. We have already looked at the ramifications of trying to isolate the technology in order to study it. If we were to try to examine the meetings that we have examined in this study in isolation, we may be bewildered by several incidents or we may place wholly erroneous constructions upon them. Human interaction does not occur only in meetings; meetings are continuous with the flow of life. In completing a task such as the one reported in this study, the failure to take into account circumstances that occur outside meetings, like the work done on the list of traits between meetings, may obscure the picture we construct of the technology use (and give us, as researchers, unpredictable results). Once again, if we consider human interaction rather than technology and attempt to design our studies to investigate more than just the meetings, we move away from trying to understand meetings in themselves and toward meetings and technologies as the contextuality of human interaction, thereby improving our chances of understanding what goes on.
Another factor that appears in several GDSS studies bears mention and examination in light of the findings in this study. This is the assumption that the relative success of a GDSS meeting can and should be ascertained. A stark example of this assumption is the continued use of the decision quality variable as a means of evaluating a GDSS. Its unquestioned nature is revealed by DeSanctis (1993) , who, in reviewing developments in GDSS research, points out, Controlled laboratory experiments are being complemented with field studies that examine ...the "success" or "failure" of using [GDSS] within organizations (p. 110).
That the assessment of success is, at best, problematic is hopefully evident from the multifaceted manner in which success was viewed in the context of the GDSS use reported in this paper. On the one hand, a singular construction of success was avoided by most respondents, with people seeing different parts as differentially successful. On the other hand, different people had different views of the degree of success of any given part and even changed these from one meeting to the next. Even if we privilege a single viewpoint, such as that of the administrators, it is insufficient to say, for example, that the outcome was successful in that the administrators achieved what they wanted. If the process of GDSS use was considered problematic by others and if one
of the outcomes envisioned by the administrators was to ensure due process, then clearly the single outcome of the list of traits should not be the only one evaluated. Success, as we see it, is multidimensional, dependent on perspective, and temporally fluid. As such, it defies a singular assessment of any kind. When we do undertake such assessments, we are likely to obtain inconsistent results. This is not to say that the opposite would hold true, that a more nuanced view of success would yield more consistent results. The crux of our argument concerning inconsistency is that the very quest for consistent, generalizable results leads us directly and inevitably to inconsistent results, because the nature of the phenomenon is so varied and multifaceted that it resists the reduction and categorization sought in the name of this quest. The legitimate question regarding inconsistent research results should not be "How do we alter our research practices to overcome inconsistency?" Instead, we should consider whether what we have labeled "inconsistent results" is really masking the richly textured nature of the phenomenon and ask "How do we embrace this rich contextuality (multiple realities, the ways in which users make sense of GDSS, the flow of activities beyond the meeting) to learn more about GDSS use?" The answer that we have ventured to this question is that, to begin with, we need to step away from our focus on the technology itself and consider the entire context of its use, the arena of human interaction. We hope we have demonstrated that each such arena is filled with a multiplicity of meaning arising from its own contexts that defies generalization and calls for investigation from within the situation.
How, then, are we to learn about and improve our technologies if we focus on human interaction? We propose that studying human interaction will tell us about technology: technology in action. It will cease to tie us to particular technologies. Technology, with such a focus, will be the transparent medium for us to understand the social world rather than the social world being the medium for our understanding of technology. Ifwe pay careful attention to what we learn, we may find different ways in which we can assist groups (this, in fact, is what Jones [I9941 suggests) and provide and design appropriate means for them to accomplish their interaction.
Looking back at the GDSS use described in this paper, our position as researchers of a single technology might prompt us to suggest that the individual who reduced the number of categories from 18 to eight between meetings could have usefully applied the GDSS technology to achieve this. Or we might believe that the entire group could have been included in a GDSS session to further reduce the number of categories to five. We are unlikely, though, to consider other technologies that might have helped, occupied as we are with examining the one. Or we may not stop to think that the group members needed time away from each other andlor from the technology. As a result, we are likely to miss the opportunity not only to truly facilitate interaction by considering other technologies, but also to develop a more complete understanding of the social milieu within which GDSS use is embedded.
It will, perhaps, be useful at this point to revisit the criteria we proposed earlier in the paper (see Table I ) to evaluate the extent to which the conduct of the research reported here remained consistent with the desired outcomes of symbolic interactionist research. It is worth noting that what we have tried to capture in Table 1 are the defining characteristics of symbolic interactionism and not merely a set of desirable inputs (i.e., necessary but not sufficient). As such, we believe their absence could compromise the quality of purportedly symbolic interactionist research. We attempt below to outline the manner in which we strove to ensure the centrality of these criteria.
In the initial stage, that of research design, two criteria were proposed: the compatibility of the research questions with symbolic interactionist assumptions and orientations and the selection of an appropriate field setting and methods. In this study, the research questions were formulated from a specifically symbolic interactionist perspective. The questions were concerned with the symbolic context of GDSS use, the local interpretations within this context, and the multiplicity of realities and reactions that emerged through the process, all ofwhich are characteristic concerns of symbolic interactionism. A primary site for the research, the GDSS room at the university, might appear at first glance not to represent a naturalistic field setting. However, three things need to be kept in mind in this regard: first, the GDSS room acted merely as the site of a scheduled professional development activity and its use was consistent with the occasional use of facilities outside the school made by members of the teaching staff; second, involvement with the university was an ongoing and unremarkable phenomenon for the school; third, the GDSS room did not serve as a site for interaction between researchers and respondents: all interviews were conducted at the school. Therefore, the setting of the research was indeed naturalistic in that the research activity was conducted at the school and, to the extent that data was gathered at the GDSS sessions, the use of the GDSS room by the teachers was consistent with their ongoing flow of activity. The methods selected for the research, interviews with administrators, teachers, and the GDSS facilitator, observation of the GDSS meetings by three researchers, as well as comments made through the GDSS by the teachers about the GDSS activity, were designed to take into account multiple standpoints and to allow us access to the specific experiences and lifeworlds of the different organizational actors.
In the second stage, that of data collection, three criteria were specified: depth of involvement of the researchers, capture of multiple realities, and knowledge of the contexts within which the research took place. All three interviewers spent several hours with the respondents in their natural setting and carefully observed the two day-long GDSS meetings, taking extensive notes throughout. By interviewing almost every respondent more than once (the only people interviewed only once were the two people identified in Table 2 who were unable to attend a second interview and one person who was not originally scheduled), the interviewers tried to help the people being interviewed develop some comfort with the interviewers and the interview situation. The interviewers also tried to attune themselves to the research context by asking questions about the school of the reception staff and the administrators in addition to the interviewees. It was this overall sensitivity that helped us stay "in tune" with the fact that the time spent between meetings did actually have a significant impact on what happened at the meetings. Contextual information was also carefully gathered and clarified throughout and after the process through conversations with the school's administrators and the education faculty member involved. There was also a concerted attempt to view every event and interpretation from multiple perspectives, so when additional perspectives were offered after the first meeting, unscheduled interviews were conducted. It was important to us, too, to incorporate the facilitator's point of view to round out our understanding of the situation. Based on these acts and sensitivities, we believe we were able to effectively immerse ourselves in the research situation, to account for multiple perspectives, and to develop and maintain an understanding of the larger (and multiple) contexts within which the research was conducted.
The three criteria we proposed in relation to the final stage, research presentation, were the use of thick descriptions, the use of a narrative style, and an emphasis on the complexities and problematics of the findings. Thick description, as we have noted earlier, is intended in symbolic interationist research to construct an "emic" account, one that captures and highlights the world as experienced by those being studied, in a manner that is sensitive to the connotational significance of that world. We have attempted in this paper to bring into relief the manner in which the respondents made sense of the GDSS within their own specific contexts by exploring the variety of sensemaking devices that surfaced during the interviews, i.e., the various local meanings and the differing accounts of arguably the same phenomenon. We have tried to present these perspectives using the participants' own words in an attempt to highlight the connotational differences we encountered and their importance as a means of capturing the texture of GDSS use. We have also tried to tell a number of different "stories" within two broad narratives: the unfolding of events as we saw it (outlined primarily in the section on "Data Collection") and the unfolding of the same events from the diverse perspectives of the participants and the facilitator (outlined primarily in the "Findings" section), with a focus on the interesting rather than the generalizable. It is our hope that we have brought to the reader a sense of the world inhabited by the study's participants and the local meanings that mediated their sensemaking. It is an understanding of this intensely local experience of a GDSS system that we believe cannot be achieved by a more "traditional, scientific" approach with its focus on categorization and generalization.
Like any study, though, this one has limitations and one characteristic that might be considered a limitation. We will begin with the latter and admit that the interviewer-author (and the other interviewers) had a definite impact on the research process, as evident throughout our account and especially in the section entitled, "The Influence of the Research Team." We would like to suggest, however, that this may not be a limitation. The influence of the researcher is inherent in every study in the social sciences (Alvesson 1991) . Rather than deny it, we have attempted to acknowledge the ways in which we might have influenced the study so that the reader may judge what kinds of meanings might have been associated with what we saw as such influence. We have also, through our use of the first person singular and collective, attempted to keep in focus the fact that we not only influenced the research process but that it is our particular system of values that gives rise to the way in which the data is analyzed and interpreted (cf. Denzin 1989) .
This brings us to some of the real limitations. First, we have attempted, in presenting thevoices of the respondents, to represent the sentiments they expressed with a sensitivity to the context within which they were expressed. We recognize, however, that the very act of lifting comments out of the flow within which they were rendered amounts to decontextualization. Second, we cannot claim either that what we have presented is what the participants actually felt. As researchers, we acted as symbols for the interviewees, and the manner in which our presence was interpreted, an issue we raised earlier, no doubt influenced what they chose to tell us.
Third, while we tried to plan the project carefully, in terms of the specific inte~iewees and interview timing, circumstances precluded the plans being perfectly implemented and also provided useful opportunities. As tight control was not an objective, we did not feel these emergent alterations compromised the project. Fourth, it might have been possible to learn more about the context of the GDSS meetings by actually observing howthe teachers conducted their regular meetings and other activities. While we regret not having done this, we feel that any further involvement as researchers at the school might have been considered an imposition.
Finally, while we have tried to show how a symbolic interactionist framework can tell us more about GDSS use than we know, we recognize that this framework too is limited in its own right, concentrating as it does on reactions and realities at a micro level. Ultimately, it may only be through the use of multiple lenses that we can develop a useful body of knowledge about GDSS and its use.
We would like to believe that the approach we have taken in this paper is consistent in spirit with what we see as the aim of a GDSS: that of allowing multiple voices and concerns to emerge through devices such as anonymity and parallel input. We also hope that our approach provides some useful ideas on how GDSS meetings might be designed by paying greater attention to the context of the group in question, the various identities represented, particular meanings of interest, and a multiplicity of voices. We hope to have shown to our research audience in particular that a shift in ontological and epistemological commitments could tell us a great deal about people and technology and provide us with vital information about how a GDSS is used. Moreover, we have advocated a shift in focus from the technology to human interaction. We hope, through our effort, to have "made a difference" and to have provided a useful perspective to those who intend to take what has been learned from GDSS research into the study of newer information technologies.
Some (Loose) Interview Guidelines (Interview #2) -
Opening
Introductions Get permission to use tape recorder If this is their first interview, emphasize how anything they say will be in complete confidence and any record of the interviews will be stored anonymously so that there will be no way of identifying them later; reinforce this point for second-time interviewees
Set the frame and establish rapport Communicate our purpose (if first time interviewees)
-We are researchers trying to understand how people interact with the meeting support computer technology that you have used -Our objective is to get in-depth information from randomly chosen participants about their interaction with the system and the context within which the system is being used; this context will differ between individuals, so we are conducting interviews in addition to observing the sessions Indicate that we are interested in understanding -what they thought about the exercise -what the exercise meant to them individually and to the people with whom they work Establish rapport -Use whatever means you deem appropriate; possibilities include warm-up questions (how long have you worked here? how old is the school? etc.), observations about the school (location, building, etc.), other observations (getting to end of summer, etc.); anything goes.
Topics to cover
Impressions about outcomes (and how they relate to what they expected as well as to what they would have preferred) Impressions about the process What this method of addressing the problem (culture) meant to them, how didldo they feel about it Does working like this make sense to them Implications, if any, for them, students, staff, of doing this exercise (determining how to improve culture) Implications of doing this exercise in this manner (using the GSS) Would they have gone about it like this if it were up to them
General
Be flexible with all of the above-if it doesn't make sense to introduce one of the above items at the time or at all, drop it for then or altogether Get them to do the bulk of the talking-the data we gather is what they say, not what we say There's no preferred order for any of the above, though it usually makes more sense to do things like consent forms up front
